SHORT INTERVAL
CONTROL

DATA SHEET

Fixing problems as they occur
The ability to monitor site operations in real time has significant advantages for the
mining industry.
With Invot8’s innovative Short Interval Control (SIC) solution, supervisors can now work
more efficiently and oversee problems as they occur.
During a shift, supervisors can identify issues that may affect production and take
immediate action to rectify those problems. Our unique Corvus Wall software gives
supervisors an instant snapshot of mine operations on mobile devices, desktop
computers and display monitors.

KEY BENEFITS
ALLOWS for Short Interval Control
(SIC) from a mobile device

Other companies provide Short Interval reporting – often via email – but that outdated
process can result in costly delays.
Intov8 takes it a giant leap further.

PROVIDES a cost-effective
software solution
SIMPLIFIES the entire process
and transforms the way mines manage
their data

We go beyond just reporting

ENABLES supervisors to
monitor operations in the field

Corvus Wall for Short Interval Control goes beyond Short Interval reporting by:

PROVIDES live access
to key metrics

•

•

Opening lines of communication
between key personnel on site to
enable an instant response.

•

Allowing supervisors to comment
and interact directly with operators
in the field. They can now manage
their team to act quickly on any
decisions or changes.

•

Enabling supervisors to understand
problems that occur at a glance – and
in real time.
Giving supervisors the ability to make
instant decisions from information
provided rather than waiting for
lengthy reports to be processed.

Corvus Wall streamlines the entire process.
Using Corvus Wall, Corvus Live Monitor and Corvus Dashboard mobile apps,
supervisors can take immediate action to address problems that may affect production
– including weather delays, breakdowns, damaged or faulty vehicles and long truck
queues at loaders.
Corvus is widely recognised by industry as one of the premier business intelligence
solutions on the market today.

GIVES supervisors a window
into the mine and equipment
status in near real time
SUPERVISORS can comment
and interact directly with operators
in the field
REDUCES reporting time
by identifying and addressing
issues in near real time
INTEGRATES to any source system
REDUCES downtime
INCREASES productivity
and profitability

Easy integration with current systems
You can partner Corvus with any data source for practical, cost-effective solutions.

A simple way to analyse and automate systems
Practical, easy-to-use applications that enhance information and improve operational efficiency.

Increased productivity and profitability
Identify challenges and opportunities then adjust in real-time for better productivity.
• Immediate and measurable operational and financial benefits
• Practical, easy-to-use applications that enhance information and improve operational efficiency.
• Ground-breaking new mobile apps Corvus Live Monitor, Corvus Dashboard and Corvus Wall that provide
a window into your mine and equipment status in near real time in the palm of your hand.

Proud track record
Intov8 provides software solutions to some of the world’s largest mining companies.
Our software has been developed by miners for miners. We have a deep
understanding of the mining industry worldwide. Our team has proven experience
in mine systems development, business improvement, system integration and mine
production analysis.
The Corvus suite of products and our experienced implementation team can create a
solution to minimise your downtime and increase productivity.
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